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For those of you who were here to remember it, yes, this picture did get printed in the December 5, 1975 editIon
of the SOU'WESTER. To which I gratefully acknowledge my debt. For those greenhorns who did not see It-well
it's worth the reprint. Merry Christmas.

Now wouldn't you really rather be walking on this beach? Sure you would,
and you can be during Suicide Break! Our beloved Uncle Bo has arranged
this trip that will leave February 11th and return February 15th. The
destination is the fabled Cayman Islands of the British West Indies-where
once the noble Christopher Columbus set foot.

But, and there is always a but, 10 people are needed to make this trip
viable. The price per person is set at only $260.00, and this includes all
transportation and hotel accommodations in quad rooms for four nights. If
more than 100 people go, the cost will be less. This price does not include
food and any souvenlers that you may bring back.

Time is short. Bo needs to know how many people would be interested In
going by Friday. Anyone with even the remotest interest and prospects of
going should sign up on the list in the Student Center Office within the next
two days. It is no the opportunity of a lifetime, but it Is possiblly the best
Break you ever had [no pun intended]. Sign up now for the Caymen
Islands-or be left In the Memphis doldrums next February.

Student photo exhibit
is a show of masters

Last Sunday at 1:00 in the East
Lounge the works of seventeen
students were opened to display to
an enthusiastic reception of
students. Most of the students,
however, were the photographers.
The following students presented
their photography: Deck Reeks,
Catherine Carver, Janet Hud-
dleston, Ann Herbers, Sam Pat-
terson, Peggy Kirk, Cindy Pat-
terson, Caroline Lavender, Becka
Saunders, Marlee Michell, Hunter
Fleming, Katheleen Smith, Bill

Gravenstein, John Worden, Rich
Brown, Bob Bourne, John Peebles.

The photography exhibit and
reception are sponsored by the
Campus Arts Council. Special
thanks to Kathaleen Smith for her
hard work in coordinating the ef-
fort. The exhibition will remain in
the East Lounge where it is nice and
warm until Sunday, December
11th. There you have the op-
portunity to experience new con-
cepts in the eternal quest of peace
from study.

Sou'wester
Box 724
2000 N. Parkway
Memphis TN 38112
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THE FEAR
When we were kiddies in this village
An old man told us yarns about a fairy-mound
And warned us of the sallies of a barrow-wight;
He said that witches speaking Welsh to trees
Would someday lose the stinging spirits on us.
For many nights I sweated in the fear.

God, how the years have stung us, changing things!
I am almost the only one with luck.
I fancy that my barn sits on that mound;
I keep my tenor high in thankfulness
With measured daily whiskies at the pub.
But of that barrow-wight I felt the fear.

I spoke one night at drink about the thing.
The dullard stared into their bitter froth;
The American got up to try the darts.
Legless Morgan hitched his crutch and drank.
He pulled his cap and hummed a lively humn.
"Keep your German ghosties to yourselves," he said.

"T'was one of them things ate my legs in France.
T'was what I got for running to the war
From one that mangled Dad down in the min."
He sang inWelsh. "What's that in English?"
"Jesus spoke Welsh," he said. "It's coming for you."
Trudging homeward drunken, how I felt the fearl

A goodly grace of sun and fine slow rain
Prospered the grain; I sighed to gaze the fields
As if I heard the Maker say
"T'is good," when all was new and deep-benigh.
But still I bided mortal term intemperately,
Quarrelled with my sons, with prices, felt the fear.

Oh what I feared it came one day and passed
As I was Scything like a good Tolstoyan man.
It came smartly like a soldier through the farm;
It was blind and leprous, decomposed. It grinned;
It wore the tatters of a rat-brown uniform;
A gas mask banged it underarm. I turned to ice.

Its stench was overwhelming, as if mass graves
Of many battle-fields were forced at once.
I retched and hugged my eyes expecting pain,
Explosion of the heart, myself in shreds,
A felt oblivion. But no, it went by me,
Faded through the river weeds. It left me faint.

I thought I'd seen the mask of plague
That I whom poverty forsook might prophesy!
But the death-rate didn't change in Angle-land
And we raimed the land of poets and small frauds.
We smirked and smoked, resented loss of power,
Of world-markets, jobs, with value-added tax.
"I'm all right!" I cried, though sick with fear.

I drank the river-water where the wight
Had disappeared. I fasted, prayed, sorrowed
That I had missed a vision of Last Things.
I tunnelled in a mild depression, waiting for
The Flood. I clutched at Morgan's legs and drowned.
A ditch in Shropshire yawned open for my life.

The bottom of the world is a whiskey-glass.
The dullard gasp in suds like a fish.
The Yank stands everyone another round.

"Well," Morgan says, "you're like us now,
Awaiting Jesus these two thousand years."
The world seems heavy with expectant dread.

r.c. wood.

Hayes Biggs wins concerto contest;

will play March 22 with the orchestra
On Friday evening November 18

the music faculty and a small
number of invited spectators were
treated to a delightful evening of
piano music by four very talented
students from the music depart-
ment. The occasion was the first
concerto contest ever held for
Southwestern students. The
spectators were not the only ones
entertained and impressed by the
talents of the four students. The two
judges, Dr. Donald Freund,
Professor of composition and piano
at Memphis State University, and
Marsha Evans, graduate of South-
western, guest soloist with the
Germantown Symphony, and
pianist for the Memphis Symphony,
were so impressed that they were
compelled to speak to the students
following the competition to express
their appreciation for such talent
and careful preparation as was
obvious in their playing. Dr.
Freund, who has himself won many
such contests, said of the winner,
Hayes Biggs, "I have never heard
such meticulous playing anywhere."

Each of the students brought
musicality and technical proficiency
to their performance. After Hayes
played the Beethoven Third Piano
Concerto (first movement), Dena
Brooks played the opening
movement of the Mozart Piano
Concerto No. 21 providing the
listeners with a tremendously ex-
citing performance. Blair Seymore
exhibited poise and preparation in
his execution of Mozart's Concerto
No. 20 and Shannon Williams

provided an absolutely stunning
cadenza in her performance of the
First Beethoven concerto. The entire
evening was one in which South-
western can take a great amount of
pride.

From now until the orchestra
concert on March 22, Hayes will be
preparing the remaining movements
of the Beethoven Third Concerto. It
is with great excitement that we look
forward to that date. The audience
that night will have the privilege of
hearing one of the most outstanding

young artists in this area. In ad-
dition to being a gifted pianist,
Hayes is soloist at Evergreen
Presbyterian Church, director of the
Madrigals, Assistant to the Con-
ductor of the Southwestern Singers,
and is a composer of instrumental
and choral music. Congratulations
to Hayes for a well-earned honor.

Congratulations to the other en-
trants for bringing to life in such a
beautiful, exciting and careful
manner the great music of
Beethoven and Mozart.

Just out strolling--through the
happy grounds of Southwestern. I've
seen more people carrying little
burdens around with them this year.
It is the same burden, sort of long
and rough and heavy; they meet all
the time, out for a tea and Bible, or

a bit of chat and Bible, or sometimes
just straight Bible. If there is a
religion on this campus besides
Christian Bible Study then I haven't
seen it.

Admissions is up to a little bit of a
shenanigan. It seems they sent Dean
Allen over there to do some
recruiting of the sons of Arab oil
Sheiks. He also found time to look

into a Middle Eastern Studies
program. It seems there is this
subterranean vault over in Saudi
Arabia which no one has beenable
to get to the bottom of. In. it is
believed to be stored all knowledge
of things previously unknown. All
burden-carriers are encouraged to
apply for admission to the program.

But I thought about Allen, and I
thought about oil, and I thought
about rising school costs, and I
thought about those Large Black
Tanks they went burying all over
campus this summer. Some of you
may not be aware that those two
tanks they buried earlier this year
were only the LAST two in the
batch. The damn things are under
ground all over the campus; I know
for a fact that there are at least five
in Fisher Gardens. You figure it out.

Energy
savings

computed
The actual figures for electric

consumption are in through
October. The school has had a net
savings of 104,000 KWH, equaling
$884.00 in official bonus money for
the Student Body. Suggestions for
its use should be directed to Holton
Guyton.

The October 1977 electrical
consumption of 324,000 KWH was
the lowest since we began to keep
records of consumption in January
1970 (94 months). In addition, our
water consumption for October was
81,300 cu. ft. below last year, and
the second lowest October con-
sumption since 1970.

Although part of this drop can be
attributed to weather conditions and
the mid-term break, the reduction
was so large that much of it has to
be due to individual conservation
efforts and the efforts of Main-
tenance. Thus far in November we
are consuming an average of 3,000
KWH less per day than last year.

The results of the water cooler
poll are 77% of the students in favor
of leaving them off and 13% for
having them turned back on. 'The
heat at day or night question is a
dead heat!

Keep up the good work.

Strolling among

the little burdens

Christmas Song
Once in royal David's city
Stood a lonely cattle shed,
Where a mother held her baby;
You'd do well to remember

the things he later said.
When you're stuffing yourself

at the Christmas parties.
You'll just laugh when I tell you

to take a running jump.
You're missing the point

I'm sure does not need making;
That Christmas spirit is not

what you drink.
So, how can you laugh when

your own mother's hungry,
And how can you smile, when

your reasons for smiling are wrong.
And if I've just messed up

your thoughtless pleasures,
Remember if you wish, this is

just a Christmas song.
Ian Anderson
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College loa

Do you have a student loan? Are
you thinking about getting one?
Here are some important facts you
should know regarding loan
payments and bankruptcy.

In 1975, Ann graduated from her
state university with a master's
degree in education, lots of con-
fidence-and $7,500 in debts she.
had accumulated during her last
five years of schooling. She quickly
discovered that there were no jobs
for high school French teachers, and
that she was either overqualified or
unskilled for any other available
jobs. Her best opportunity, it
seemed, was a $5,500-a-year clerk in
an insurance office-a far cry from
the $9,000 she had counted on as a
teacher. To top it off, ,e ~ieceived
the first monthly bill of $91 for
repayment of her college loans.-

Unwilling to face ten years of
repaying a loan with only meager
earning prospects, Ann declared
bankruptcy-that is, she went to
court, told the judge she was unable
to pay her debts, and asked to have
them legally canceled. Under
bankruptcy law, which varies
somewhat from state to state, a
person declaring bankruptcy must
turn over most of her assets to be
distributed to her creditors-in
Ann's case, this was the $65 in her
savings account. She handed over
the $65 and left the courthouse
legally free and clear of her $7,500
debt forever.

From 1974 to 1976, 12,300 former
students filed similar bankruptcy
claims totaling $15 million
borrowed through various govern-
ment-funded loan programs. Is
bankruptcy a sensible step if you are
confronted with heavy college debts

Are you the kind of student who
usually studies hard before going to
bed, or the kind who goes to bed,
sets the alarm for five or six o'clock
and then crams? If you're a pre-
sleep studier, GLAMOUR
Magazine reports you may be
getting better grades as a result of
your study habits than someone who
does the work afterward.

Recent research into sleep and
study habits shows that sleep prior
to study, disrupts memory
significantly, unless considerable
waking time is allowed before
digging into the material you want
to learn. The shorter the period of
sleep that precedes the studying, the

ins: If you can't pay, N VMYAE'
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that your budget can't accomodate?
If you go through bankruptcy,

you should remember that a report
of your bankruptcy remains in your
credit bureau file for fourteen years.
This means that every time you
apply for a charge account, bank
loan or mortgage, the prospective
lender will read about your
bankruptcy. Some creditors may
take into consideration the special
circumstances surrounding you
action (and by law you can write
your own explanatory statement and
have it placed in your credit report),
but nevertheless, you may have
trouble getting credit for a long time
to come.

Bankruptcy is a last resort for
those clearly in a position in which
they will never be able to repay their
debts and carry on with their life; it
is not meant for young men and
women to find it temporarily
inexpedient to. meet debt
repayments.

All government loan programs
encourage former students who are
having trouble repaying educational
loans to apply to their bank or
college lenders for "forebearan-
ce"-the term which is used when
you ~sk an institution to change the
terms of your loan to make it easier
for you to repay. For example, if you
are scheduled to repay your loan in
ten years with minimum payments
of $30 a month, you can ask the
bank to reduce your monthly
payments to a more manageable
level by spreading out payments
over a longer period of time. Also
note that new 1976 laws specifically
provide for deferment of repayments
for up to twelve months during any
one period when you are unem-

ployed and looking for full-time
work.
Student Loans and Bankruptcy: A
Fact Sheet

There are two very popular loan
programs for higher education.
One, the Guaranteed Student loan
Program (GSLP), lends up to $2,500
a year, with a maximum loan of
$7,500 for undergraduates (in-
dluding those taking vocational
training) and $15,000 for un-
dergraduates who then go on to do
graduate work. Most of the lenders
are banks, credit unions, savings
and loan associations and state
agencies; in a few cases, the
college or university makes the loan
directly. The Federal government
reimburses the lender 100 percent if
the student defaults. Repayment is
required in ten years or less, with
minimum payments of $30 a month,
and usually begins within nine
months after leaving the college
program. A new law, which was
enacted last year and which went
into effect October 1, 1977,
prohibits any student with a GSLP
loan from having it discharged
through bankruptcy until at least
five yers after the required
repayment period begins. There is
talk in Congress, though, about
repealing this.

The other, the National Direct
Student Loan Program (NDSLP),
lends up to $5,000 for un-
dergraduate education, $2,500 for
certain vocational programs, and up
to $10,000 for undergraduate and
graduate education. Under the
NDSLP, the school itself makes the
loan with some 90 percent of the
money coming from the Federal
government and 10 percent from the
school. If the student defaults, the
school is out its 10 percent.
Repayment is required in ten years
or less, usually beginning within
nine months after education is
completed. Minimum payments are
$30 a month.

Filing for bankruptcy at any time
is still a legal alternative for NDSLP
loans. However, a New York State
Appeals Court ruled recently that
even though a young man had
declared bankruptcy, his NDSLP
loan was exempt-that is, it was not
canceled. The ruling so far is
applicable only in New York State,
but it could have far-reaching ef-
fects on potential bankruptcycases
in other states where NDSLP loans
are involved.

Courtesy of GLAMOUR Magazine

Churchill attended Oxford and
received a B.A. in philosophy and
theology there in 1973. After his
return from England he entered
Yale University, received a M.A. in
philosophy in 1975, and a Master of
Philosophy degree in 1976. He
expects to receive his PhD in the
philosophy of religion later this year.

There were two basic con-
siderations that influenced
Churchill to apply for the teaching
position at Hendrix. One was the
college's description: a small liberal
arts college with good acadamic
standing. The other consideration
was location. "lam an Arkansan,"
says Churchill, "and that is not
where I am from, that is who I am."

Six amendments ratified
The last several meetings of the

SCA have had an agenda concerned
mainly with approving six new
amendments to the constitution. To
amend the constitution new
material must be voted on and
passed at two consecutive meetings
of the SGA before being voted on by
the students in referendum.

The first amendment gives the
Vice-President and Treasurer a vote
in the SGA. The second allows the
Vice-President to become the
President if he should leave office. It
also instructs the appointment of a
new Vice-President. Amendment
Three moves the election of SGA
class representatives to Term II
(except freshmen reps, which ob-
viously will be elected in the fall).

Addressers Wanted Immedi-
ately! Work at home-- no ex-
perience necessary-- excellent
pay. Write American Service,
8350 Park Lane, Suite 269,
Dallas, TX. 75231.

GREAT STAR
Market

651 North McLean
COLD BEER - FRESH FRUIT
COSMETIC ITEMS- 276-0335

Amendment Four states that the
reps elected in Term II will take
office the first day of Term III.
These four amendments were
approved at the November 10 and
the November 15 meetings.

Amendment Five gives Neely
Dorm representation by including it
with the Robb-White-Ellett con-
stituency if it is occupied by men,
with Bellingrath if occupied by
women. The sixth amendment states
that the secretary of the SGA will be
elected after the class reps take
office in Term III. These last two
amendments were passed at two
consecutive meetings on November
15. All these amendments were
ratified by a student vote last week.

DINO'S
Southwestern Grill

SPECIALTIES

Ravioli and Spaghetti

278-9127
645 N. McLean
Memphis, Tenn.

more this sleep disrupts learning.
Sleeping four hours or less was
found to be highly disturbing to
memory; sleeping six hours
disturbed it less.

Researchers aren't exactly sure
how sleep disturbs the memory
process, but they believe it might
involve hormones. In laboratory
tests on mice, the hormone
somatotrophin, produced naturally
during sleep, severely affected the
memory of mice injected with it.

If you have a test to study for,
studyfirst instead of putting it off
until the next morning. Better
grades might be your reward.

Study before you sleep

Exams
got you

down?
Does this picture describe how

you feel about now? Well to help
you with those exam-week mid-
night-munchies the Food Com-
mittee and Epicure have slated three
special "meals" for your pleasure
and relaxation.

On Friday night from 10:00 to
midnight cheese and crackers will
be served. Hot chocolate, soda,
coffee, and tea (by the gallon) will
also be available.

The traditional midnight break-
fast will be served Sunday night.
Omelettes, bacon, and waffles will
feature the line-up, which will also
include more coffee and tea.

And for those who have late
exams, on Monday night from 10:00
to midnight "cheese toasts" (?),
popcorn, and other various snacks
will be available; and of course,
coffee and tea.

Our thanks fo the Food Com-
mittee and to Epicure for these
opperings. Now, would you explain
in terms of Aristotelian teleology the

( 1significance of toxic substitutions in
the Krebs cycle? I have this take-

.' home, you see, and ...
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This past weekend a partial power outage left New Dorm without heat,
Robb, White, Ellett, and Neely without hot water, and most of the other
dorms without power for at least short periods of time. In case you have not
heard the whole scoop on what happened, this, according to Tom Kepple, Is
It-

Around 10:00 Friday morning a power surge apparently blew a fuse in
the line between Kennedy [that's the Chemistry building] and Clough. The
fuse was repaired by 11:00. But by 4:30 that afternoon the problem was
recognized as a short in that line that was leaving Kennedy, Clough, the
library,and the four eastern dorms without some or all of their Juice. The
delay in repairing the short was due to finding the short, getting the right
cable to replace it, and most important, finding the right people to do It.
Repairs should have been completed Sunday night; however if you are still
having problems, checkwith your RA or with Tom.

Our Rhodes Scholars:
where are they now?

REPORTED FROM THE HENDRIX PROFILE

One of the new faces among the
Hendrix faculty this year is that of
John Churchill, assistant professor
of philosophy. Churchill, a native of
Little Rock, attended Southwestern
at Memphis with the idea of going
into law. "For years I was possessed
by the fantasy that I wanted to be a
lawyer," he recalls. He "saw the
light," however, and began studying
philosophy, religion and German.
He graduated from Southwestern in
1971, intending to attend Oxford
University on a Rhodes Scholarship,
barring his being drafted into the
army. "I failed my draft physical on
my twenty-second birthday,"
Churchill reminisced. "It was the
best present I ever got."
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Lynxcat roundballers open
their season with two wins

BY OZ
The Southwestern basketball

season has opened on the upbeat.
With a new motto, "This is the year
of the Cat," and a new theme song,
"Rocky," which may not fit the
motto but seems to work anyway,
SAM's Roundballers had no trouble
with Millsaps, downing the Majors
77-66, but had to come from behind
to take victory from the Freed-
Hardman Lions in the last second,
64-63. r

The starting line-up features two
impressive freshmen, Bobby
Alexander and Mark Wendel.
Bobby does not score many points
but does a good job coordinating the
offence--he's a good all-around
guard. Mark Wendel looks like
David McWilliams' twin on the
court, snatching rebounds and
scoring points with remarkable
consistency. Also starting for SAM
are co-captain David McWilliams,
who shows a lot of improvement
over last year, Willie Hulon, whose
moves have not gone rusty, and
Mark Carroll, who seems to have
come into his own.

Millsaps fell behind at the start of
the game and never caught up. Had
it not been for a lot of foul trouble
we would have had the game
walking away. By half-time Mark
Carroll, Willie Hulon, and David
McWilliams all had three fouls

called on them. But it was the other
co-captain, Smitty Charlton, who
fouled out of the game. However
that problem gave the fans a chance
to see some of the other team
members play. Especially surprising
was little Ned Hill, who looks like
everything Wood Allen wants to be;
his two points came on a 20-foot set
shot that was effortless.

However, Millsaps was having its
problems too. The four-point 37-33
half-time deficit they held was
amplified in the second half as they
too got into foul problems. Mark
Carroll's 9 points from the free
throw line in the second half was the
difference in the game. Mark was
the high scorer for SAM with 20
points (by my unofficial stats),
followed by Mark Wendel with 18.
In other scoring David McWilliams
and Willie Hulon each had 9, Smitty
Charlton 7, Dean Cazel, who played
some scrappy relief for Bobby
Alexander, and James Brannon
each had 4, and Ned Hill and Bobby
each had 2.

The match against Freed-
Hardman was a more exciting game,
to say the least. The foul trouble
that had plagued us with the Majors
disappeared; only 6 fouls were
assessed to us in the first half, only 8
in the second half. It was the Lions
that had trouble. They came out of
the tip-off with the ball and scored

consistently for the most part, but a
switch in their defense from a man-
to-man to a zone, which could have
been made only because of their foul
trouble, allowed the Lynxcats to
storm ahead; with only eight
minutes gone in the first half, we
went into the one-for-one foul
advantage. But shooting free throws
was not in our corner Saturday as it
had been Thursday; we made only 8
points from the line that half.
Nevertheless we went to the lockers
at the half with a 38-26 advantage.

In the second half the Lions
returned to the man-on-man
defense which effectively stalled the
Lynxcats. After 12:30 we had scored
only 9 points and trailed 45-51. But
the Lynx got tough and fought back,
trading one point leads with the
Lions in the last minute of play. At
0:06 left the Lions went ahead
again, 62-63. But the inbounded
ball wound up in Mark Wendel's
hands and in the last second from 20
feet in the corner he let one fly that
went through the hoop, touchin' no
rim.

That basket was the biggest of
Mark's 14 points. Willie Hulon led
our scoring with 17; Mark Carroll
had 15, David McWilliams 8, Dean
Cazel 7, and Bobby Alexander 3.
These two showings have set the
theme for winter sports--Roll on
Lynxcats!

Well, well. It looks as if the
students are not the only ones
who like to hang out at the Pub.
Who DOES hang out at the
Pub? Who does NOT? The
subject seemed fertile enough
that, to relieve the ailing Doer's
Profiles, a primer on acting
properly while in public places
like the Pub could be written. In
fact the manners of some who
inhabit the Pub may indeed cry
out for such an offhand and
occasional piece. And thus we
embark on learning the correct
way to do things while drinking
beer in our very own dive.

LESSON ONE: In the above
picture we see two average-

looking guys doing the average-
looking thing, namely drinking a
beer. But what else is going on?
Look again, That strained face
on the man in the left could
suggest a lot of things. Like he
just spilled a beer in his lap. Or
like he has had a few too many to
hold and he is seeking the way to
relief. Or like he just wants

somebody to talk to. Ah! Maybe
we have something here.

Now look at the man in the
right. While looking over one's
shoulder is not always the proper
thing to do, at certain times and
certain places it is an acceptable
practice. Like when somebody
yells "Fire!" Or like when
somebody is following you. Or
like when some gorgeous hunk of
woman (man?) comes in the
door. Ah! Maybe we have
something.

Now the picture is beginning
to take form. Look one last time.
These two attractive young men
are obviously girl-watching, the
one on the right with apparently
approving eyes. Just look at how
they are rivited on their subject!
So what is wrong with the man
on the left? He is concerned with
the proper thing to do. First of all
he is wondering if the girl is "his
type"; and more importantly he
is mustering the courage to ask
the distracted Adonis to effect an
introduction.

Which is the first lesson in the
Pub Primer. Always seek an
introduction. Perfect strangers
do not like to be accosted by such
commonplace means as "Hello,
my name is ---- and I really
like you. What is your name?"
Statistics prove that perfect
strangers prefer to be accosted in
more gentile ways, such as
"Hello, my name is ----
and I have a friend over there
that would like to meet you. He is
a little shy, so you understand ..
." This more polite manner
creates an air of mystery that is
sure to get any new relationship
going. The introducer is
generating interest for the in-
troducee, thereby assuring that
his friend will be able to pur-
chase at least one beer for the
lady in question (waiting?). And
isn't it more fun that way?

Now that we have learned how
to meet girls, we have to know
what to do once they sit down at
your table. But that must wait for
lesson two.

This week's SFA
Tuesday, December 6

8:00 Hardie; Robert Ekert, pianist in Southwestern music department
faculty concert; public.

8:00 East Lounge; reception for students interested in the comparative
cultures and art summer class; public

Wednesday, December 7
6:30 East Lounge; Discussion on the meaning of Chanukah with Rabbi

James Wax; "Openings"; public.
Thursday, December 8

4:30 East Lounge; Advent/Christmas Communion Service; Chap-
lain's Office, Spiritual Life Committee; entire college community.

Saturday, December 10
7:30 Gym; Lynx vs. Union, basketball; public.

Sunday, December11
11:00 Service of Christian worship in celebration of Christ's Advent;

Jimmy Singleton, other students, and faculty; entire college
community.

Amplified Announcements
EXAM WEEK Library Hours: Friday, Dec. 9: 8 a.m.-12 midnight;
Saturday, Dec. 10; 11 a.m.-10 p.m.; Sunday, Dec. 11: 12:30 p.m.-12
midnight; Thanks to the SGAIIl
FRESHMAN COLLOQUIUM, "Exploring Today's Theatre", presents two
one-act plays-"The Bald Soprano" and "Sandbox". Dec. 7, 6:30 p.m 200
Clough.
THERE WILL BE an interdenominational conference for college students
at Montret, N.C., during Christmas vacation. See Chaplain Crocker for
more information.
THE PLEDGES of AEN would appreciate the return of.their picture of
sentimental value. Thank you, pledges, Mo, Larry and Curly.
REMINDER: Final date to sign up, for the Term III Art/French course
(Paris) is Thursday, January 5th, 1978. See Prof. Robbins or Vest for details.
DILEMMA POSTER CONTEST. Prize: $50. Winning poster will be
printed for city-wide publicity. Poster must include the following: 1)
DILEMMA '78 (in caps); 2) "The '60's: IMPACT OF AN ERA" (all caps) 3)
March 3, 4, 5 Southwestern at Memphis. For TICKET INFORMATION
call: 274-1800. Limit poster to 3 colors. May be photo, sketch, etc. Submit
by Jan. 5, 1978 to Sarah Minter, 200 Bellingrath; 276-6239 for more in-
formation.
THE THIRD ANNUAL University Hilton Christmas Party will be tonight at
7:30. This is for members of University Common only, but former residents
of University are invited to attend for a $1.00 cover charge. And it's semi-
formal!
ANN "HONEYBEE" BOATNER, a former librarian of Southwestern, is
getting married to Ralph Groves, Dec. 16 at 4:00 p.m. in Saint John's
Episcopal Church, Highland at Greer, and requests the presence of everyone
from the Southwestern community.
WE WANT TO BUY YOUR BOOKS, says the Southwestern Bookstore.
Take your unwanted books to the Student Center Lobby Tuesday and
Wednesday next week and the Bookstore will pay you /2 the new-book price
for texts ordered by professors for use in Term II. Prices under 50% will be
offered for all other books. Each person selling books will receive a cer-
tificate worth 10% off the purchase price of items in the bookstore. The
certificate will be valid December 13 and 14 only and does not include
textbooks. So don't wait until after Christmas-sell now. 'A "Most Wanted
Books" list is posted in the Bookstore, the Student Center Lobby, the Lair,
and the Refectory.
WANTED: A ride to Knoxville on or after Dec. 12. Contact Pam Wilson,
206 Voorhies, 276-5367.

Phone 452-9114
Meet and greet your friends at

Pats Pizza Restaurant
Best Steaks & Spaghetti In Town

Jumbo Sandwiches

Open 6:00 p.m. 'til ?????
Pat Patterson, Owner & Manager

2890 SUMMER STREET

UNIVERSITY PARK CLEANERS
613 N. McClean

274-5851
Quality Cleaning Expert Alteration

M1on.-Fri. 7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Sat.: 8:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

' * * * * * * .***..e o*.. o o eooe o e o ,

'J .WAGS"
1 1268 MADISON - OPEN 7 DAYS & NITES - 725-9942

Welcome Old & Good Food-Games-TV for sports-Cold Beer
New Students SAVE MONEY WITH COUPONS BELOW

THIS AD & 1.35 WILL GET I BUY A 12" PIZZA AT REG.
YOU A 6 oz. PITCHER OF I PRICE & GET 6 oz. PITCHER

i BEER. * FOR 1.00 & THIS COUPON.

voidafter 12-15-77 SW void after 12-15-77 SW
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A Primer on Pubbing Publicly
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